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Entity matching: background

Amazon Google

matching

ID title manufacturer price

R1
motu digital performer 
dp5 software music 
production software

NaN 319.95

R2
adobe illustrator cs3 for 
mac academic

adobe-
education-box

199.99

R3
adobe cs3 design 
standard upgrade

NaN 413.99

ID title manufacturer price

L1

motu digital performer 5 
digital audio software 
competitive upgrade ( 
mac only )

motu 395.0

L2
illustrator cs3 13 mac ed 
1u

adobe-
education-box

199.0

L3
microsoft visio standard 
2007 version upgrade

microsoft 129.95

◆ Entity matching (EM) is to match the records between two tables that refer to the same real-

word entity. It is a fundamental problem in data integration.

◆ A popular framework is blocking and matching, we focus on matching

◼ Blocking: Quick generate candidate pairs from two datasets

◼Matching: classify the candidate pairs into “match” or “non-match” 

•e.g., M(L1, R1) -> 1 or 0
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Entity matching: related works

◆ Supervised learning approach 

◼ Build a model with human labelled data

◼ SoTA [Ditto VLDB21]: Serialize the row values to text and then do text classification with PLM (BERT)

◆Unsupervised learning approach

◼ Build a model without human intervention

◼ SoTA [ZeroER SIGMOD20]: Generate similarity values as feature vectors and cluster the vectors into 

“match” and “non-match” clusters using GMM.

◆ Zero-shot approach

◼ No training, no labelled data, just adjust other trained model

◼ prompt language model to solve entity matching task -> This work
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Question answering: background

◆Given a question and a passage, output the answer

◆Many QA models (LM+ finetune on QA datasets, e.g. ) are available. 
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Idea: solve entity matching as question answering

Question
What is characterized by motu digital performer 5 
digital audio software competitive upgrade ( mac 
only ) motu 395.0?

Passage:
R1 is characterized by motu digital performer dp5 
software music production software 319.95. 
R2 is characterized by adobe illustrator cs3 for 
mac academic 199.99. 
R3 is characterized by adobe cs3 design standard 
upgrade 413.99.

Answer:
R1.

QA Model

Amazon Google

matching
ID title manufacturer price

R1
motu digital performer 
dp5 software music 
production software

NaN 319.95

R2
adobe illustrator cs3 for 
mac academic

adobe-
education-box

199.99

R3
adobe cs3 design 
standard upgrade

NaN 413.99

ID title manufacturer price

L1

motu digital performer 5 
digital audio software 
competitive upgrade ( 
mac only )

motu 395.0

L2
illustrator cs3 13 mac ed 
1u

adobe-
education-box

199.0

L3
microsoft visio standard 
2007 version upgrade

microsoft 129.95
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Overall of entity matching processing with QA-matcher

◆ Steps

◼ Retrieve relevant records, question and passage prompts

◼ QA classification

◼ Reclassification
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Retrieve relevant records, question and passage prompts
QA-Matcher

Retriever

QA 

Classification

Question 

Prompt

Passage 

generate Reclassification

◆Given a record pair <l1, r1> and two datasets L and R

◼ For l1

•Retrieve top-k relevant records from R with nearest neighbor search 

•Question: q(l1) = “What is characterized by $l1.values$” 

•Passage: p(l1) = “ $r1.id$ is characterized by $r1.values$. …,  $rk$ is characterized by $rk.values$,  ”

◼ For r1

• same way… and got q(r1) and p(r1)

Question (L1):
What is characterized by motu digital performer 5 
digital audio software competitive upgrade ( mac 
only ) motu 395.0?

Passage:
R1 is characterized by motu digital performer dp5 
software music production software 319.95. 
R2 is characterized by adobe illustrator cs3 for 
mac academic 199.99. 
R3 is characterized by adobe cs3 design standard 
upgrade 413.99.
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QA Classification

QA-Matcher

Retriever

QA 

Classification

Question 

Prompt

Passage 

generate Reclassification

◆ Then ask QA model with q(l1), p(l1) and q(r1)·p(r1)

◆ If the answer is just same of given pair (r1, l1), they are matching.
. 

Question q(l1):
What is characterized by motu digital performer 5 
digital audio software competitive upgrade ( mac 
only ) motu 395.0?

Passage p(l1):
R1 is characterized by motu digital performer dp5 
software music production software 319.95. 
R2 is characterized by adobe illustrator cs3 for 
mac academic 199.99. 
R3 is characterized by adobe cs3 design standard 
upgrade 413.99.

Answer:
r1.

QA Model

Question q(r1):
What is characterized by motu digital performer 
dp5 software music production software 319.95?

Passage p(r1):
L1 is characterized by motu digital performer 5 
digital audio software competitive upgrade ( mac 
only ) motu 395.0. 
L2 is characterized by illustrator cs3 13 mac ed 1u 
adobe-education-box 199.0.
L3 is characterized microsoft visio standard 2007 
version upgrade Microsoft 395.0.

Answer:
l1.
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Reclassification

QA-Matcher

Retriever

QA 

Classification

Question 

Prompt

Passage 

generate Reclassification

◆ To calibrate the result and get further performance improvement, we conduct a 

reclassification step.

◆ Score = 1/2 * (score_QA(r1 | q(l1), p(l1))  + score_QA(l1 | q(r1), p(r1)))

◆ Train a one-dimensional linear classifier with {score, QA_predict} pairs with maximizing 

likelihood. 

◆ False positives (false negatives) are expected to have low (high) scores, and the 

reclassification can correct them.

score of QA answer “r1” score of QA answer “l1” 
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Experiments: setting

◆Datasets:

◼We use 16 datasets with structured, dirty, textual, and heterogeneous types collected from existing works 

and benchmarks. 

◆ Comparing Methods

◼ ZeroER [SIGMOD20]

◼ Ditto [VLDB21]

◼ Deepmatcher [SIGMOD18]

◆ Configuration of QA-matcher

◼ QA model: Bert-large-finetuned-squad

◼ Related records k=20
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Experiments: QA-Matcher vs ZeroER: 

◆ QA-Matcher strongly outperforms ZeroER on 15/16 datasets. 
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Experiments: unsupervised vs supervised

◆ QA-Matcher (zero-shot) it is competitive with supervised learning SoTA methods.
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Experiments: ablation study

◆QA is better than cross-encoder

◆QA with random retriever is poor.

◆ Reclassification significantly improved 

the F1 score for 10 datasets, but it 

slightly decreased the score for the 

remaining 6 datasets.

Ablation study
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Experiments: effect on retrieved number k

◆Not significantly affected by k.

◆Nearest neighbor retriever can retrieve candidates correctly. 
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Summary and Thanks!


